
When Dr. Jonelle Neighbor 
began researching Life 
Plan Communities in the 
Colorado Springs area, one 
criterion topped her list — 
the community must be pet-
friendly. 
“I have a 7-year-old  
Yorkshire terrier named 
Scotty who will be moving 
with me,” said Dr. Neighbor. 
“I needed to make sure 
I found a place that was 
ground level with plenty  
of space for him to play.” 
She found her perfect, pet-
friendly home at the soon-to-
be-built Aberdeen Ridge. 
“This community will have 
everything I need in one place,” 
she said. “Not only will we get 
to enjoy nice walks around the 
campus and play at the dog 
park, but I’ll have plenty of 
lifelong learning opportunities 
with the benefits of living at a 
not-for-profit continuing care 
Life Plan Community.” 
And Dr. Neighbor’s already 
had plenty of opportunities to  
meet her new neighbors 
through the Peak Living 
program. This series connects 
future residents and offers 
an array of programming, 
including wine tastings, 
culinary and sporting events, 
and health and fitness 
initiatives. 

“The sales team has been 
great about setting up virtual 
parties and Happy Hours 
for all the future residents 
to meet,” she explained.  
“I’ve already made several new 
friends through the online 
yoga courses the community 
has hosted.” 
Dr. Neighbor says Aberdeen 
Ridge is giving her the time 
to enjoy the community 
while enjoying the comfort of 
knowing she’ll be taken care 
of in the future. “I’m so happy 
I found a community that 
values health and wellness,” 
she exclaimed. “I’ll be safe 
and secure here at Aberdeen 
Ridge. This is the big bow (and 
bowwow) on a wonderful life.”

ADVERTISEMENT

A dynamic new way to look at senior living is coming to 
Colorado Springs. Built on a community environment that 

makes exploring new opportunities, discovering new
interests and building new social connections an everyday 

occurrence. Empowering residents to continue pursuing
a purposeful, meaningful lifestyle on their terms.

To get the full picture and learn about the  
Aberdeen Ridge Unique Health Care Benefit,  

call 719-582-2088 or visit AberdeenRidge.org. 

Senior living with  
a different view.

A PMMA (Presbyterian Manors of Mid-America) Senior Living Community.

Aberdeen Ridge Inc., a Kansas not-for-profit organization, is solely responsible for  
fulfilling financial responsibilities to residents under the contract. Aberdeen Ridge  
is within the network of communities developed and managed by PMMA.
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Canine residents – a welcome part of life

People and Pets Ready to 

Connect at Aberdeen Ridge


